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ON TRANSVERSE STRUCTURES OP FOLIATIONS 
Robert A.Wolak 
This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted 
for publication elsewhere. 
Many authors have considered geometrical structures on the normal 
bundle of a foliation. It is natural to consider only these struc-
tures which are parallel along the leaves of the foliation or as 
some authors say projectible. As examples we can mention bundle-
like metrics, transversely projectible or basic connections,trans-
verse symplectio structures, and in general transverse G-structu-
res. Various properties of these structures have been shown, very 
often similar to those well known for corresponding structures on 
manifolds. In this paper we shall endeavour to show how to obtain 
such results in a most general way. 
Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n , and F a codimen-
sion q foliation on M defined by a cocycle ju^ 9t^9 g^.J where 
[uJ form an open covering of M , f^i \J*—> Rq is a submersion, 
and gi#, s tAU^n U.)—^f^U^U.,) is a diffeomorphism such that 
f., I Û r. Ua «« £-M? 4 | U^n Ua • Let IL be a smooth q dimensional 
manifold equal to U f1(Ui). Then the mappings g^. can be 
considered as local diffeomorphisms of the manifold Mp and the 
foliation* F as modelled on Mp. If the manifold M is compact 
we can take a finite set of indices. 
Analogously as normal bundles of order r (cf. £7]), we can define 
transverse (p,r)-velocities and transverse A-bundles. 
Example 1. Transverse (pfr)-velocities (p
r-jets) • 
Let m be a point of the manifold M • Let f : ( R P , 0 ) — ^ (M,m) 
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be any local smooth mapping of R? mapping 0 into m • Let ffg be 
two such mappings and let (U,y ) be an adapted chart such that 
ft U->Rn-qxR(l f y>(x) « ( yyx) f ^ 2(x)) f thus Ĵ 2 is con-
stant along the leaves. We shall also use the notation 
tf| • ( y i ' " ' ^ ' ^2 " (xi»,,,3Cq' # We say **"* the "^PP1*^8 
ffg are equivalent if j
p V^S • 1* ̂ 2* • Sals is equivalent to 
^^x v(x ±f) - d*%X
v(x±s) for any multiindex veffpf|v|<rf 
i « 1,..fq • 
We shall denote the number of such indices by p(r) and the set 
of such indices by N(pfr). CChis equivalence relation does not de-
pend on the choice of an adapted chart at the point m • fixe equi-
valence class of a mapping f we denote by [-G.5 • -&e 0e* °* &11 
equivalence classes at a point m we denote by l_£fr (MfP) f and 
the space U I^fr(MfP) by N
Pfp(MfP) . By ft * let us denote 
m€M P 
the natural projection of HPfr(M,P) into M f i.e. If if([f.jif) » 
» f(0). One oan easily check that for any adapted chart (U,T°) the 
Set miu •£•*<*•*> is isomorphic to U±Rq#p(r> and that the 
isomorphism is given by the mapping [f]£ i—K^/ax* (*j*)) J"1f»«fQ 
Thus, if we denote the mapping defined above by ^fZf 
T°P s (^p)"1(U) — > Rn"qxRqxRq#p(r) f the collection of all such 
r 
f defined by an adapted atlas on M f defines an atlas on the 
P 
space NPfr(MfP) • So see that, one has only to notioe that if 
T ! ' T°1 are *W0 a d a P t e d charts for a foliated manifold (MfP) f 
the composition l/̂  ify" Y Rn~qxRq — > Rn~qxRqxRq is of the form 
(f-.(yf-0 f f2(z)) f where y denotes the first n-q coordinates, 
x the last q f f 1 J R
n - qxR q—> Rn~q f and f 2 i R
n"qxRq—-> Rq f 
then 
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€( VT) ~\ f^h^'**^******'"* is equal to 
ip dp 
(f1f Tj
( f2 ) ) f where ^V is the ^ P P 1 1 ^ of *£(**>- RqxRq'p(r) 
induced by f2 • 
Summing up, we have proved that Np,r(MfF) is locally trivial fi-
bre bundle, whose total spaoe admits a codlmension q«p(r)+q folia-
tion F£ projecting by 7KZ onto the initial foliation P • 
If p«n and we take only local diffeomorphisms of Rn into M fthe 
above construction gives a bundle called the transverse frame bun-
dle of the foliated manifold (MfF) and denoted by L
r(MfF)f which 
is a principal fibre bundle with the fibre lF . 
Example 2. The bundle of transverse A-points of (M,F). 
Let A be an associative algebra over the field R with the unit 
1. The algebra A is called local if it is commutative, of finite 
dimension over R f and if it admits the unique maximal ideal fttt of 
codlmension 1 such that OTt « 0 for some non-negative integer 
h. The smallest such an h is called the height of A • Let R[p]« 
• R[x<i#"#-0 be the algebra of all formal power series in 
x,j,..,x , and let /JTt be the maximal ideal of R[p] of all foa>-
mal power series without constant terms. Let Ct be a non-trivial 
ideal of R[p] such that Rfpl/fl, is of finite dimension. Then 
A a R[p]/ct is a local algebra with the maximal ideal nrtt "Ift/ct* 
Any looal algebra is isomorphic to such a local algebra (cf.[3]). 
Let Cm°(MfF) be the algebra of the germs of smooth functions con-
stant of the leaves of the foliations F • An algebra homomorphlsm 
«f s Cn(MfF) — > A will be oalled an A-point of (MfP) near to 
m / or infinitely near transverse point to m of kind A / if 
•f(f) 5 f(m) modirt for every f € C ~ ( M f F ) . We denote by A^QlfPj 
the set of all A-points of (MfP) near to m and by 
A[M,F]« U A ^ ^ F ] • Ohe mapping A^^Fja^.—* m e M is denoted 
m£M 
by nrA. 
Let A • R[p]/6t# /)Tt- MLQ/GL **& pA t R[p]—>A be the natural 
projection. Let us denote "by N the dimension of nrt . Let 
r t Cf°(Rp)—> RQ>] be the natural mapping, where CjXRp) denotes 
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the set of germs of smooth functions on Rp at 0 • 
Definition. Let ffg be two smooth mappings of R
p into M such 
that f(o) « g(o) a m • We shall say that f is A-equivalent to 
g at m ift(hf) «r(hg) modmt for any heC*(MfF) • By [f]A we 
denote the equivalence class of f f by A^M-F) all equivalence 
classes at m f and A(MfF) « {J A^/MjF) • 
m e M m 
Let [ f ] A e Ain(MfF) . then ^ ( h ) « PA<
hf) i s » A-point of (MfF) 
near m f where h€C^(MfF) . This correspondence 
A(MfF)=>r^.] '—> <£+€ A[MfFj is a bijection. 0!he proof of this is 
A r 
the same as of Lemma 1*8 of [3] • 
Let (Uf̂ >) • (Uf(y-jf..fyn fx1f..fx )) be an adapted chart, let 
b1f..,bH be a basis of <m . On the set TT'^W w e c a n d e f i n e 
the following chart t 
Let <£ be an A-point of (M,F) near to (yfx) • (Then o£(-0 » 
N . 1 
- .21 a,\ + * . Put 
y A u ) - <y.*.<ai>i.,i;..;Q > • 
Using the same methods as in Lemma 1.9 and 1.10 of [3] we can 
check that (f A is bijective. 
Let (U, ̂ ) and (V,^) be two adapted charts and let 
If *vp~ , y (U„V)—>V>(UnV) be of the form (-T-jt-Cg) 
where f^ R n—> Rn"q f f2 ; R
q—>R q . Then c/̂ o VfjA"
1 -
. (f1fA(f2))/ for the definition of A(f) see[3]/. Let <fy* (l^rV 
beJ an adapted atlas of the manifold (MfF). With the differentiate 
structure defined by (^^(U^t V 1 A) t
 t h e set A[MfF] is a 
smooth manifoldj HT\x A[MfFj—> M a fibre bundle over M with 
the fibre A. On the manifold AlMfFj there is a canonic ally defined 
foliation * FA 0f the same dimensional as the foliation F • Ibe 
projection 7TA M P
8 leaves of the foliation FA onto leaves 
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of the foliation F • The bundle admits a global section, the zero 
section s • For any transverse mapping f t M1 > Mp to the fo-
liation F of the manifold VU , t defines a smooth mapping 
A(f) x A[M1ffHPj->ALM2fF] 3 
A(f)(oC)(h) a<-C(fh) f where ^ e A j M ^ f " ? ] and h eC^Mg.F) • 
If F is the foliation by points of the manifold M, A[MfP]B 
• A[Mj- the bundle of A-points of M . 
Example 3* Transverse natural bundles* 
Let FOIQ be the category of smooth manifolds foliated by smooth 
codimension q foliations with smooth, foliation preserving trans-
verse mapping to the foliation. 
Definition* A covariant functor N on the oategory PolQ into the 
category of locally trivial fibre bundles and their fibre mappings 
is called a transverse natural bundle if the following conditions 
are satisfied! i/for any foliated manifold (MfP)f U(MfF) is a 
fibre bundle over the manifold M ; 
ii/if ft (MQfP0) ^(M 1 fF 1) is a transverse mapping 
such that fslP1 - F 0 , then H(f) t N(M o fP 0)—> N(M1fF<|) covers 
f and maps the fibre N(M o fF Q) x over x diffeomorphically onto 
the fibre N(Mi»Fi)f(x)
 o v e r f<x)t 
iii) N is a regular functor i.e* if f : UxM0—-*• M.. is >* 
a differentiable mapping, U an open subset of # , such that 
for any point t of the set U f the mapping f. t (MQfP0)->(M1fF1) 
f .(x) o f(t.x) is a transverse mapping to the foliation and 
f ^ - PQ f then the mapping UxH(MofF0)9(tfy)v->N(ft)(y)€N(M1fP1) 
is of class G°° . 
Properties! 1/ *or a ny morphism f : (M o fF Q)—^(M^P^ the fibre 
bundle f*N(M1f*'1) *
s isomorphic to N(M0,P0)* 
2/ Let ffg be two morphisms of (MQfF0) into (M1fP1) 
such that f(m) « g(m) • Let (U f^) he an adapted chart at m and 
(Vf <p) an adapted chart at f(m) • Since the mappings f and g 
preserve the foliation, the mappings f » V.f r
r^^"qxRq->R?IHqxRqf 
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Z Ҷ> t R ч xR -g » y g y>  *xR"—*R xR f where dim MQ » n f dim VL a m 





 where y denotes the first n-q coordinate^ 









q • If the germs of the mappings f,. f2fg2t 
^" (m) are equal, then the mappings 
same mapping on the fibre H(M0f.P0)m • 
and 
and at 
N(f) and N(g) define the 
Proof* £he property 1 is obvious* One has only to show the se-
cond. Let (U, ? ) f (Vf V ) be two adapted charts such that 
f2 |<f>(U) « 62 |^(U) and <f(U) * 
k-disc. Assume that i/> (m) a 0 
following diagram is commutative. 
Dn-qxDq f where D
k 




t\ü , g| U 



















n—q q л 




x) a y . 
Since N is a functor, it is sufficient to show that the mappings 
f, and g induce the same mapping in the fibre over 0 • But since 
pfi
Q













) . But H(p) 
the fibre
f
 hence the mappings H(g) 
fibre over 0
f





induoe isomorphisms on 
H(f) are equal on the 
Definition. A transverse normal bundle I? is finite order r if 
for any two morphisms f
f
g t ( M ^ F Q ) ^(M^fF..) the integer r 
is the smallest one for which the following implication is truej 
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^x
f
 " ̂ r
2 ==








Having this definition we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let N be a transverse natural bundle. Then there 
exists an integer r and an L̂ -space W such that N is isomor­
phic to the fibre bundle associated to the transverse r-frame 
bundle with the standard fibre W • The smallest such integer r is 
the order of the transverse natural bundle N • 
Proof* The first case to consider is that of a foliated manifold 
(M
f
P) whose foliation P is given by a global submersion 
f i M~>M
0















W) be an associated 




) with the standard fi­






W) is an associated fibre bundle to the 




P) with the standard fibre W • 

















P;W) • The isomorphism from Palais-Terg
f
s 
Theorem (cf«[6J) we shall denote by Bd^) • Thus the following 
























° a, a is the isomorphism from Property 1 
and N
0
 is the natural bundle on the category of q manifolds ob­
tained from N by foliating q manifolds by points. To this natu­
ral bundle we have applied Palais-Terng's Theorem. The mapping 
B(M
f
P) 1B an isomorphism of fibre bundles since both mappings 
B(M
0
)* and a are* . 
To complete this special case we have to show that these isomor­
phisms are functorial. Let- P.- be a foliation given by a global 
submersion f̂ i M-j > V*j and P
g
 be a foliation given.by a 
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global submersion fg X Mg >V
2





is commutative for some smooth mapping f . We have to show that 



























The general case can be proved in the following way. Let (M
9
P) be 
a foliated manifold. Ofcen there exists a covering
 CH*X[ ^ C } A 
and global submersion f^ i U ^ — > Y defining the foliation 
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F | U^ • Since XtfU^Flty) - N(M9F)| Û  9 the bundle H(MfF> i s i s o -
morphic to | I K(U^fF| U )̂ / ~ 9 where the r e l a t i o n ~ i s 
<<€ A 
induced by the natural identification of points in various U^ • 
For each «-f we have the isomorphism B(U^9F|U<C)9 B(T.T(>fP|Uc<.) : 
i N(U^fF|U^) > B(U^,P|U^;W)9 which agrees with the relation ~ 
and lie corresponding relation for the bundles B(I^fF|T^;W)f 
JZS A • Ohus the bundle JJ_ NfU^FlU^) /~ is isomorphic to 
1 I B(Uor9F|Uc;W) /-w .This isomorphism induced by BdJcfF|lk) 
we shall denote by Bj*/ (M9F). Since the bundlei--^ B(U(-9P|Uf ;W)/^ 
is isomorphic to the associated fibre bundle to the transverse 
r-frame bundle of (M9P) with the standard fibre W9 B(M,F;W) 9 
for each such covering tyt "fu^] we have defined an isomorphism 
of U(M9P) onto B(MfP;W) denoted by B<j^(M9P). We have to show 
that this isomorphism does not depend on the covering 16 • Let °LU 
and "^ he two such coverings and ̂  be a covering which is finer 
then *i6 and ̂  • Then the following diagram is commutative. 
N(M9P) ^jLL^U.jjPl^)/^ >lLB(\Jl9J>\U±;Vn/ > B(MfP;W) 
r . t 
JiH(Wj,F|W3)/ >JIB(W j 9P|W j ;W)/^ 
where the horizontal arrows have been defined previously, and the 
two vertical arrows are naturally defined. Thus K.(M9F) »EU(M9F). 
Therefore these isomorphisms are independent of the choice of a 
covering9//f and we denote the isomorphism thus obtained by B(M9F\ 
The only remaining thing to prove is to show that B(M9P) define 
an isomorphism of the functors N and B («;W) • 
Let fs(H1fF<.)- ^(M^Fg) he a morphisxru We can choose a covering 
^ B { U i } I 0 f M1 w i t h s u l m e r s i o n s Si * Uj[—^ vi defining the 
foliation F.- , and a covering V -» f W.T _ of Mg 9 with submer-
sions hjt W . — > Z. defining the foliation F2 such that for any 
i € l there exists j€ J with the propertyi t(\j,)a w^ • Let us 
denote -̂ U.̂  t U ^ — ^ W . by f. . Then t* induces a mapping 
* i , V i — * Z;T B e c a u s e H a n d B(»fW) are functors,the diagrams 
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Ndl.j.F.,).« JjN(U i ,F 1 U i ) /~ J J B Í U ^ ^ ^ / . - . « - B d t l j . F ^ W ) 
Жf) 
V 
B(f) iLnt±) iiB(f i) 
WJflgtPg) < illKW^PgWj)/- J lB(Wj f P 2 W^W)/*-^- B(M2fP2;W) 
are commutative. 
Because the foliations P-jl^ and -?
2
|W. are globally defined by 
submersions
9






JiH(W ; j,F2 Wj)/- -> JIBÍWJ.FJ, W..;W)/~ 
commutes, which effectively ends the proof. 
From our point of view, the bundles considered in Examples 1f2„3 
are nothing else but the inverse images of the (pfr)-velooitiesf 
A-bundles and natural bundles, respectively, on the manifold 1UL. 
via the mappings fi ^ They glue together because diffeomorphisms 
can be lifted to these bundles* Thus for these structures and geo-
metrical objects connected with them we have the following "dic-
tionary"* On the left hand side there are transverse objects on 
the foliated manifold (M,P), and on the right hand side there are 
corresponding objects on the manifold VL • 
normal bundle of order r 
bundle of transverse (pfr)-velocities 
bundle of transverse A-points 
transverse natural bundle 
foliated (pfr)-tensor 
transversely projectible 0-structure 
basic r-fonn 
basic connection 
tangent bundle of order r 
bundle of (p.x)- velocities 






One can lift foliated tensors and basic connections to the trans-
verse bundles mentioned above by repeating the constructions for 
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the corresponding bundles on manifolds with only minor changes. 
But this process is very tedious (cf.[7j). Using the corresponden-
ce explained in the "dictionary" we can P r o v e ** in ^Q following 
way. Let t be a transverse object on (MfP). If we can lift such 
an object to a transverse bundle B of the type considered, the 
corresponding object on the manifold Mp can be lifted to the coa^ 
responding bundle on the manifold Mp , and this lift is left in-
variant by the lifts of the transformations gi-f since any trans-
verse object projected onto Mp is left invariant by gj. .Inver*-
selyf any object on Mp invariant by gi- can be lifted to (MfP> 
Therefore we have to check the following. Let t and t' be two 
objects of a given type on manifolds N and N', respectively, 
and f be a diffeomorphism of N onto N' f such that t » f*t'. 
Let L be the lifting considered. Then L(t) « L(f)HL(t') • 
First, we shall use this procedure to lift foliated tensor fields. 
Let t be a foliated tensor field of type (pfs) on the foliated 
manifold (MfF). Then t defines a tensor field t of type (pfs) 
on the manifold Mp such that t\\3^ « f*t and g*. ̂ I^i^io ̂ -i) • 
« tlf^U^Uj) . 
We shall lift foliated tensor fields to the following transverse 
bundles. 
i/ Normal bundle of order r • 
The normal bundle Nr(MfP) of order r admits a foliation P
r 
modelled on the manifold Tr(Mp) with transformations T^g-jO • 
To these bundles we shall be able to lift any foliated tensor 
field; thus we have to check 
( f * ) 0 ^ » ^(t)mt (9i) for Oi - 0,1,..fr . 
11/ Bundle of transverse (p,r)-velocities. 
The bundle of transverse (pfr)-velocities N
p,r(MfP) on the fo-
liated manifold (MfP) has a natural foliation F£ • The foliation 
Pp is modelled on T^^Mp) with Tp(6i;t) as transformations. The-
refore to be able to lift foliated tensor fields we have to check 
that if f*t « t' then Tr(f)*t^^ » t'(^ for any ^i6 N(pfr) . 
lii/ Bundle of transverse A-points • 
The bundle A(MfP) of transverse A-points of the foliated manifold 
(MfP) admits a foliation PA modelled on the manifold A(M«) with 
transformations A(gij) • To these bundles we shall lift foliated 
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s); thus we have to check 
, 00 . tt) 
(:Tt) a A(f)*t for ^ » 0,..,N . 
iv/ Transverse natural bundles. 
Let N(M.P) be a transverse natural bundle on the foliated mani­
fold (M
f
P) • Then the manifold N(M
f
P) admits a foliation P„ of 
the same dimension as P modelled on H(Mp) with transformations 
^(gj.). ,We shall be able to lift foliated tensor.? of type (1
f
s) 
« but only if the functor N fulfils the following condition: 
(o) Oke union of all open orbits of the action of L^ on the 
standard fibre W is dense in W • 
The condition (o) allows to define the complete lift of tensor 
fields of type (1
f
s) to this natural bundle (cf.fl]). 
Because the lifts for the first three types are defined multipli-
catively, we have to check the equalities only for functions, 




 f : M-^M be a local diffeomorphism. We have to 
show that 
І/ ( h f )
( ^ - h ^ î Ѓ Ч f ) for ^ - 0 , . . , r ; 
Ü / ( h f )
( * ) - h^тjco for й є Жp»r) ; 
І Ü / ( h f )
( ^ - Һ ( < Л )A(f) for Ъ - 0 , . . , И . 
The equalities follow directly from the definitions. 
b/ Let X be a vector field on M
f
 f : M-^M be a local diffeo-
morphism • 
We have to show that 
i / iFmjt^m ( f x X )
( * } for %m O f . . f r ; 
i i / T^(f) | lX
(^ ) » (tmX)
M for * e N(p fr) ; 
i i i / A(t)XM « ( f X)(*> for ^ - O f . . f H . 
Since the proofs of these equalities are similar, we shall show 
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- H e * (w(fxX))
(^ 
- T ° " Y (f*w(*))( ) 
- (f*w)(^)(X(V)) 
for any vector field X, 9., Y= 0,..,H . Therefore A(f)*w(^) -
- (1%)™ . 
Let t be a foliated tensor field on the manifold (MfF) f and let 
t'^' be the lift to one of the considered bundles obtained in the 
above way. Then the tensor field t^' has the following proper-
ties. 
*' / T W t
( / ° - </vtM +*- r ) for *,A - 0,...,r , X* 
iiX * W * 0 » (<4 *>U'W for "* G * (*» r ) i • 
iii/ / x«,t
(-*) - Z > £ u (/k t)(V> for %A,Y-0,...N . 
Jw 
where X is a foliated vector field and £ denotes the con-
traction. The equalities follow from the corresponding equalities 
for tensor fields on model manifolds. It is also clear that if a 
lifting of a tensor field fulfils suitable equality, it must be 
unique as the vector fields 7?"' span the whole tangent space* 
In this way we retrieved the results of lifting of foliated ten-
sor fields to normal bundles of order r contained in [7D and 
proved the following. 
Theorem 2. Let (MfF) be a foliated manifold. 
Then for any ^ e N(pfr) f there exists the unique lifting 
L ^ x T^ (M fP)—^T^(N^(M fP) f F£)f €« 0,1 such that 
^X<^V " L*-M(j?tt) for any <^e Wp'r> » 
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and for any ^ • 0 , . . . , N , there exists the unique lifting 
L^ t T| (M,P) p- T (A(M,P), PA)) , £ » 0,1 , such that 
Now, we shall deal with the fourth case. For transverse natural 
bundles the following theorem is true. 
Theorem 3. Let (MfF) be a foliated manifold, IT a transverse natu-
ral bundle fulfilling the condition (o) • For any foliated tensor 
n 
field t of type (1fs)f there exists the unique lift t to the 




for any foliated vector fields Xi • 
Proof. Let X be a foliated veotor field and x' be its represen-
tative. Let y t be the flow of X' • It preserves the foliation 
F • Thus we can define N( </> +). which in its turn is the flow of a 
vector field x' on the total space of tf(MfF) f and preserves 
the foliation F^ .Thus we have defined a foliated veotor field on 
N(MfF) which does not depend on the choice of x' and is denoted 
by X • On an open set U on which the foliation F is defined 
n 
by a submersion f f X is an inverse image by H(f) of the conn 
plete lift XQ of the corresponding vector field XQ . -fihus 2r 
can be obtained as the inverse image of the complete lift of a 
veotor field on the model manifold Mp f as directly from the de-
finition (f X ) C a iKf^X 0 f for any vector field X and any 
local diffeomorphism f • 
Let t be a tensor field of type (1fs) on the manifold N and f 
be a local diffeomorphism of H . Then 
«f)"tc(x5t••••-*£ ) - B C f - 1 ) * tC(U(f)s|X
C
f...fN(f)||xJ) 
» »( -r 1 ) l l ( t ( f a B (x l ) f . . . f f a (x&»)
c 
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- (f*t(x1f.,xs))
c 
« (f*t)C(x!j;,.-.,xj; ) . 
Thus because of the condition (o), N(f) t o (f*t) • Therefore, 
each foliated tensor field t of type (1,s) can be lifted to thef 
total spaoe of the transverse natural bundle N(M,F) • We put 
tC | U± » f? t
C , where t0 is the corresponding tensor field on 
















where XQ is the corresponding vector field on M- to the folia-
ted vector field X • This ends the proof of Theorem 3 • 
To complete this short paper we shall prove that the lift of ba-
sic connections to normal bundles of order r , bundles of trans-
verse (p,r)-velocities and transverse A-bundles exist. Because we 
shall apply the same method as for tensor fields, we have to check 
only the following. If V is a connection on a manifold M , V' a 
connection on a manifold M' 9 and f is a local diffeomorphism 
of M into M; such that fR V XY » V'f jfjt f o r any t w 0 v e c" 
tor fields, then 
P * 
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ill/ A(f)H Vjx) Y^). VHt)j.M ***** 
for 3 9 At • 0 9 , * 9 N • 
where X
9
Y are vector fields, and \Z is the lift of the connec­
tion V . She proof of these cases are similar. We shall check 





 * < V v:,„ T(» «*J» - ^„»>
 ( v ы 















- A{t)яt VjiXÏ^) . 
Theorem 4# Let (MtF) be a foliated manifold* Let 7 be a basic 
connection. Let B(MtP) be a transverse A-bundle. Then there e-
xists a connection \/ 9 basic for the foliation F. of the to-
tal space of the bundle B(M9F) such that 
fe^^-X VVVXY)< 
for any foliated vector fields X9Y on the manifold (M9F) and 
Oi $/*** 0 9^* 9N • 
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